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29TH ERA (1100 – 1051 BC): 29TH SIGN PEGASUS “HOLY ONES SHINE LIKE STARS”
STAR PROPHECY

Pegasus is also a large sign in the northern sky,
with the Great Square pattern clearly visible.
It pictures a winged horse coming head-first
down from heaven in brilliant array.
Pegasus is a bright sign: one star of the 1st
magnitude, two of the 2nd, three of the 3rd, and
four of the 4th magnitude.
Markab: (base of neck) ”Returning From Afar”.
Algenib: (head) “Who Carries”.
Enif: (nose) ”The Nose”.
Scheat: (wings attach) “Who Goes and Returns”.
The wings of Pegasus (see diagram) are directly
above the head Algenib: attached to the torso,
which is the giant square. No feet are visible.
The head of Pegasus is just above the sign of
Aquarius ”Servant Washes Feet” but upside
down and looking back at the sign of Cygnus:
”Resurrected Saints”. To the backside of Pegasus
is Andromeda: ”Slave Woman in Chains”

HISTORICAL EVENTS

The Bible portrays the resurrected Jesus Christ
returning to Earth to vanquish the Beast and the
False Prophet riding a white horse (Rev. 19 v 11) with
the army of heaven [Great Square] behind him.
In this analogy King Saul is the Beast who persecuted
David fiercely and drove David out of the Holy Land.
King Saul died on Mount Gilboa and David returned
to the Holy Land. The elders, people, & army pledged
allegiance to King David (fore-father of Jesus Christ)
Wings are symbols in the Bible of a Messenger.
David was inspired to write over 100 Psalms. Foreshadowing the Messiah: Word of God made flesh.
The Great Square also pictures a Melodious Harp!
1100 BC Samuel is rejected: Israel asks for a King
1099 BC Saul is anointed by Samuel
1098 BC Saul is King of Israel: but he proves unfit
1058 BC David is King of Judah
1051 BC David is King of Israel: his stars fall to earth
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